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In their book, “Pre-Award Construction Contract Auditing,” authors
Jimmie Wayne Knowles and John Postel state that the primary
objective of audits during construction is to verify costs as they
are incurred and billed by the contractor during construction.

So why have a pre-award audit? To manage project costs and
to avoid “excessive and avoidable” expenses during the actual
construction. Business owners and contractors more likely will
achieve their objectives of completing a job on time and without
cost overruns when such audits are performed.

In the healthcare industry especially, where costs for any project
are subject to intense scrutiny, pre-award auditing may save more
than just time and money.

The authors, who have a combined auditing experience of more
than 20 years, note that pre-award audits are not for “inexperienced
auditors.” Auditors planning a pre-award audit should have
“extensive contract audit experience” as well as good interpersonal
and negotiating skills because many of the areas to be audited often
involve sensitive issues.

PI-e-award audits typically are used for contracts in the $2J to

$50 million range, although smaller contracts can be addrcsscd
with subsets of the auditing procedures.

There are three types of audits for construction projects ~ the
post-completion audit, audits done while the construction project
is under way, and the pm-award audit.

Post-completion and pre-award audits have obvious similarities.
However, the authors suggest students should not be concerned
about the overlap in procedures because the exact audit procedures
are dictated by the contract itself, the maturity of the contract audit
function and the competitive bid situation at the time of the award.

Pre-award auditing involves the auditor directly with the
business owner, or management team, and the contractor. And,
depending on the size of the project, the auditor may perform in
roles beyond the traditional financial ones.

While pre-award audits are recommended for certain projects,
Knowles and Postel caution there are some pitfalls. Time factors,
confusion or political in-fighting, and objection by the contractors
are the chief problems with pre-award audits, according to the
authors.

Because of an auditor’s direct involvement with the construction
project team, pre-award auditing often is a lengthy (typically three
to five weeks) process. It can add to the owner’s contract
administration costs in the beginning phase (which, the authors
note, should be adequately recovered with the resulting lower
construction costs).

Such direct and extended involvement by an auditor also can
lead to some “confusion and political difficulties” within the project
team, particularly if the auditor performs functions outside of the
traditional role. That may explain, in part, why the authors say
auditors conducting pre-award audits need good interpersonal and
negotiation skills.

And contractors may object to such audits because they say in
a competitive bid situation where they are willing to perform to
specifications outlined by the owner, audits of historic costs and
past experience of the contractor are unnecessary.

But pre-award audits can be invaluable in creating a contract
that contains reasonable cost controls and operational performance
standards. Without those elements, problems in cash flow could
lead to construction delays, lawsuits and undesirable business
relationships-things no business wants or can afford.

Contract clauses, the foundation of a successful contract, are
detailed at length in the book. Once the course is completed, the
student should be able to identify the types of clauses required in
the three types of construction contracts, and understand the
auditor’s role in reviewing such clauses.
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